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We study right Markov processes in weak duality satisfying the sector condition 
of Silverstein. Dirichlet space techniques are employed, but without the customary 
Co regularity hypothesis. Nonetheless the potential theory of such processes is quite 
amenable. In particular, it is proved that semipolar sets are quasi-polar; this 
extends results of Silverstein and LeJan. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In several recent papers [D, FG] it has been shown that “energy” 
methods can be applied to symmetric strong Markov processes that are not 
subject to the regularity hypotheses imposed by Fukushima [Fu2] and 
Silverstein [Sill in their fundamental works. Indeed it may be stated that 
the regularity of a Dirichlet space is essential only for the construction of 
a reasonable Markov process associated with that space. This construction 
issue is avoided if one takes as given a symmetric Markov process X with 
the intention of using the Dirichlet space as a tool in the study of A’. This 
was the point of view adopted in [D, FG]. 
The point of the present article is to show that many of the results 
obtained in CD], [FG] remain valid in the wider context of “nearly sym- 
metric” processes, i.e., those that satisfy the “sector condition” of Silverstein 
[Si2, Si3]. Our main result extends LeJan [Ll ] and [Si2]: under the 
sector condition, but without further regularity hypotheses, every semipolar 
set is quasi-polar (i.e., of zero capacity). We also record a few consequences 
of this fact. 
Before continuing we introduce the notation and hypotheses that will be 
in force throughout the paper. Let E be a Lusin metrizable topological 
space with Bore1 sets 8. Let X= (Q, 9, e, t9,, X,, P”) and 8= (d, @, 6, 
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6,, 8,, p) be right Markov processes on (E, 8) with sub-Markovian semi- 
groups (P,) and (P,), respectively; both semigroups are assumed to map 
the class of bounded b-measurable functions into itself. We assume that X 
and 2 are in weak duality relative to a o-finite measuire m on E: for all 
positive d-measurable f, g, 
(1.1) tptf, 8) = tf, pt g), t > 0, 
where ( ., .) denotes the inner product in L*(m). We use the same cemetery 
point A 4 E for X and 2, writing, e.g., [ = inf{ t: X, = A} for the lifetime of 
X. Walsh [W] has shown that under (1.1 ), a.s. P”, 
(1.2) X,- exists in E for all t E 10, c[, 
and of course the dual assertion holds for $. To simplify matters we 
assume that (1.2) and its dual hold without exception. As another matter of 
convenience we take both X and J? to be transient. That is, the potential 
kernels 
U= I m P, dt, 0 “=s‘ P,dt 0 
are assumed to be proper kernels. In particular this means that if h is an 
excessive function for X then there is a sequence of potentials (Uf,) with 
Uf t h pointwise (see [DM, XII, T17]). 
Our final hypothesis is the sector condition mentioned earlier. Since X is 
a right process, (P,) is a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions on 
L*(m). (This point is discussed briefly following (2.8) in [FG].) Let A 
denote the (strong) L*(m)-generator of (P,), with domain D(A). Then 
D(A) is dense in L*(m), A is closed, and -A is positive: (L - Af) 2 0 for 
all fe D(A). The sector condition is this: 
(1.3) (.A -4)GW.L -Af)1’2tg, -Ad”*, f, gED(A), 
for some constant M > 0. Of course (1.3) is always valid (with M = 1) in 
the symmetric case (X= 8). It can be shown that (1.3) is equivalent to the 
dual condition obtained upon replacing A by A, the L*-generator of (p,). 
Recall that a set BE d is m-polar if P”(X, E B for some t > 0) = 0. Our 
main result states that every semipolar set for X is m-polar. Note that if m 
is a reference measure then “m-polar” = “polar.” One important conse- 
quence of this result is that both X and J? are m-special standard processes 
(i.e., Hunt processes, up to moral equivalence). Our route to the above 
result is a refinement of that taken in [Si2]. Thus the Dirichlet space 9 
associated withh X, 2, and m is our main tool. We also make free use of 
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the theory of right processes in weak dualilty as developed by Getoor and 
Sharpe [GSh]. 
After collecting in Section 2 certain definitions and facts concerning $9, in 
Section 3 we examine the special properties of excessive functions in 9. In 
Section 4 we prove that semipolars are m-polar, and at the same time show 
that the natural “fine outer capacity” in 9 coincides with the capacity r of 
Getoor and Steffens [GSt]. Section 5 contains various complements. Of 
note is the implication 
(1.4) 
valid whenever p is a countable sum of finite measures on E. The result 
(1.4) was proved in [FG] in the symmetric case, and it implies that 
Pt(x, .) 4 m for all t > 0, x E E if m is a reference measure (cf. [Fu2, 
Theorem 4.3.4; Si3, Theorem 3.21). 
Notation. Our notation is standard for the most part. We write Lp for 
LP(m), and “a.e.” (unqualified) means “a.e. m.” Similarly “q.e.” stands for 
quasi-everywhere, i.e., except for an m-polar set. The resolvent associated 
with (P,) is denoted (Up); (@‘) has the dual meaning. As a rule concepts 
defined in terms of X will be prefixed with “co” when reference is made to 
X (e.g., m-copolar, coexcessive). The universal completion of tp is denoted 
b*, while b’ denotes the a-field generated by the l-excessive functions of 
X. Unless explicitly noted otherwise, all functions on E (and all subsets of 
E) are taken to be &“-measurable. If 9 is any class of functions then pB 
(resp. bY) denotes the positive (resp. bounded) elements of $9. Functions on 
E are extended to E u {A} by declaring their value at A to be 0. 
2. THE DIRICHLET SPACE 22 
In this section we collect the necessary facts concerning the (nonsym- 
metric, extended) Dirichlet space associated with X, 9, and m. For back- 
ground and proofs the reader is refered to [Si2, Si3, Fu2, Ll, CM, A, DM, 
Bl, B2]. (The reader consulting [DM, p. 128ff.l is warned that the objects 
here labeled go and 9 are there labeled 9 and g.) 
Define bilinear forms ap, p 2 0, by 
a”(f, g) = (f, --Ag) + PU g), f ,  gEmA). 
We write a for a’. Since p(Z- pup) + -A strongly as p -+ co, 
a(f, g) = lim (f, P(g - Pupg)). 
P-a 
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But IIP~~II~~ Ilfllz, so the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied in the last 
display yields a(f, f) > 0, hence aP(f, f) 2 0 for p > 0. Define 
e”(f) = aP(A fY2, f ED(A). 
Clearly ep is a norm on D(A) for any p>O; indeed ep is the norm 
associated with the symmetric bilinear form [aP(f, g) + aJ’( g, f )]/2, and 
(D(A), eP) is a pre-Hilbert space for p > 0. Let g0 denote the completion 
of D(A) relative to any of the equivalent norms ep. Owing to (1.3), a 
extends uniquely to a bilinear form on $BO (also denoted a), e(f) = eO(f) = 
4.L f )112, and 
(2.1) Mf, g)l d Me(f) e(g), f, gego* 
The identity mapping of (D(A), ep) into L2 admits a continuous injective 
extension mapping a0 into L2; see [DM, p. 1303. Thus we identify go with 
its image in L2. 
Starting with the dual forms 
a”(f, g) = (-ai g) + P(f, g), f, gW& 
one can construct the “dual” space Go. It is easy to check that D(A) c @, 
and that ciP= ap on D(a) if ~20. Thus do c .9o and hp=ap on ao. 
Similarly go c gO, hence a0 = 9,,. In particular, there is a complete duality 
in our hypotheses on X and 2. 
A normalized contraction is a mapping T: R + R such that T(0) = 0 and 
1 T(x) - T( y)l < Ix - yl. Examples are the modulus contraction x H 1x1 and 
the unit contraction X-X+ A 1. A key feature of go is the contraction 
principle 
(2.2) If T is a normalized contraction then for any f E gO, To f E go and 
ep(Tof)<eP(f) for all pZ0. 
Combining (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain the important estimate (2.3) below. 
We include a proof which is adapted from [Fu2, pp. 33-341. Note that 
since X is transient there exists f E bQ with f > 0 and Uf < 1; reducing f if 
necessary we can assume f E L’ n L2 as well. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Fix f E pL2 with (S, Uf) < 00. Then for all g E D(A), 
M~fK~e(g)G uf)““. 
In particular e is a norm on D(A): e(g) = 0 implies g = 0 a.e. 
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Proof: Since -A Up = I- pUp on L2, 
where we have used (2.1) and (2.2) for the second inequality. Now 
limp + o llpUpf)12=0 since f~ L2 (see (2.9) below), and 
a(uPf Upf)=(UpS,f-pUPf)~(UPf,f)~(Uf,f). 
The required inequality follows by letting p + 0 in the first display. The 
final assertion follows since one can choose a strictly positive f E L2 with 
(f, Uf) < co, as remarked prior to the lemma. i 
The (extended) Dirichlet space is now defined to be the e-completion 
of D(A). It follows from (2.3) that any e-Cauchy sequence is also Cauchy 
in L’(f . m) c Lo for suitable f > 0. This identification is implicit in the 
following 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. A function f E Lo lies in 59 if and only if there is an 
e-Cauchy sequence (f,) c D(A) such that f, + f a.e. Moreover, 9 n L2 = So. 
Clearly (9, e) is a separable Hilbert space, a extends to 9, and (2.1), (2.2) 
obtain on 9 with e(f) = a(f, f )l12. Just as do = go, so also 6 = 9. 
Since the weak and strong closures of a convex subset of a Hilbert space 
coincide, the next result is an easy corollary of (2.4). 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. Let (f,) be a sequence 9 such that sup, e(f,) < co 
and f, -+ f a.e. Then f E 9 and f, + f weakly in 9, 
Since the bilinear form a is coercive (i.e., a is e-bounded and 
a(f, f) > ke(f )2-here k = l), we have at out disposal the Lax-Milgram 
theorem: 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Zf 1 is a bounded linear functional on (9, e), then 
there are unique elements g and 2 in 9 such that I = a( ., g) = a(& . ). 
Finally, we lift from [Si3] an estimate involving P,. The sector condition 
(2.1) implies that (P,) admits a holomorphic extension to complex 
parameter values t in the sector larg(t)l < arctan . (See [K, p. 488ff.l.) 
In particular the Cauchy integral formula yields the estimate 
(2.7) II(Wt)P,f ll2< (C/t) Ilf 112, t>o, fEL2, 
580/85/2-6 
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for some C> 0. But (d/dt)P,f= AP,f if f~ D(A) and t > 0. Since D(A) is 
dense and A is closed, (2.7) implies 
(2.8) P,(L*) c D(A), IW’tfll2 G (C/t) Ilfllz, t>o, fEL2. 
Since 8 is transient, the range of A is dense in L2 (see [Si3, p. 1151). Thus 
(2.8) implies 
(2.9) IIPtfll*+O as t+co, fEL2. 
This in turn implies )I pUpf )I 2 -+ 0 as p + 0 as noted in the proof of (2.3). 
3. EXCESSIW FUNCTIONS IN 9 
We now focus on excessive (and coexcessive) functions in 9. Let S (resp. 
S) denote the cone of excessive (resp. coexcessive) functions that are finite 
a.e. Let Exe and fixc denote the cones of excessive and coexcessive 
measures. (Recall that 5 E Exe, for example, means that r is a o-finite 
measure on E with (P, < < for all t > 0.) We write Exe and Exe for the 
respective subcones consisting of those measures absolutely continuous 
with respect to m. 
Given 5 E Exe one can always choose a Bore1 excessive version of the 
density d&jdm [GSh, (6.19)]. Any such version lies in S, and any two such 
versions agree off a finely open m-null set, hence they agree q.e. [GSh, 
(6.10)]. We identify elements of S that agree a.e. so that the map 
5 H dt/dm is a bijection of Exe onto S. The cones Exe and 9 are related 
likewise. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. If f E pL” with (f, Uf) < 00, then Uf E SS and 
(3.2) a& Uf) = (g, f ), vgEc3. 
Moreover, { Uf: f E L’ n bpd, Uf bounded} is total in 9. 
Proof. Fix f E pL” with (f, Uf) < co and assume for the moment that 
f o L’ as well. Then Upf E D(A) if p > 0, and e( Upf )2 < (f, Uf) < cc (see 
the proof of (2.3)). Since Upf r Uf as p JO, it follows from (2.5) that Uf E CB 
and Upf + Uf weakly in 9. Given g E 9 choose (g,) c D(A) such that 
e(g,-gj-r0. Then (Ig-g,I,f)+O by (2.3) and so 
a(g, Uf)=lima(g,, Uf)=li~~;a(g,, Upf) 
n 
= li? ~~Cgny f - pUpf) = lim(g,, f) = (8, f ). n 
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We have used (2.9) for the fourth equality. To remove the hypothesis 
f~ L*, approximate f from below by a sequence in pL* and apply (2.5) a 
second time. In extending (3.2) to general f we can assume g 2 0 (see (2.2)) 
and then the approximation f, tf (f, E pL*) yields (3.2) by monotone 
convergence. The final assertion is an obvious consequence of (3.2). 1 
A function f~ Lo is m-excessiue if and only if it agrees a.e. with a Bore1 
excessive function; equivalently if and only if P, f < f a.e. for all t > 0 and 
P, f tf a.e. as t JO through any sequence. See [GSh, (6.18)]. For a proof 
of the next result see [Si2] or [DM, pp. 144-1451. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. (a) A function f E 9 is m-excessive if and o&y if 
a(g, f)>O for all gEp9. 
(b) Zf f EG2nS and gES with g<f, then gE9 ande(g)<Me(f). 
The following refinement of (2.6) is a consequence of a general result of 
Mosco [MO]; see also [A]. We provide a direct proof. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. (a) Let (h,) c 9 AS be a decreasing sequence. Then 
there exists h E 9 n S such that h, 1 h a.e. and e(h, - h) + 0. 
(b) Let (h,) c 9 n S be an increasing sequence with limit h, and 
assume that sup,, e(h,) < co. Then h E 52 n S and e(h, - h) + 0. 
Proof (a) Let h denote the excessive regularization of the supermedian 
function g = 1 lim, h,. Then h d g < h, and {h < g } is semipolar by Doob’s 
theorem, hence m-null. By (2.5), h E 9 n S and h, + h weakly in 9 (e(h,) < 
Me(h,) by (3.3)(b)). In view of (3.3)(a) we have for any k> 1, 
lim sup a(h,, h,) dlim a(h,, h,) = a(h,, h); 
n n 
letting k + 00 we conclude that lim sup,, e(h,) <e(h), so that h, + h 
strongly in 9. 
(b) Clearly h = 7 lim h, is excessive. Since sup, e(h,) < co, h E 9 and 
h, -+ h weakly in 9. Of course h < co a.e., so h E 9 n S and by (3.3)(a) we 
have 
e(h,)’ i lim a(h,, hk) = a(h, hk), k> 1. 
n 
Thus lim supa e(h,) < lim, a(h, hk)“’ = e(h) and once more h, + h strongly 
in 9. 1 
An excessive measure of the form PLU (cl a measure on E) is called a 
potential. If PU E Exe then o(p) E s denotes any Bore1 coexcessive version 
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of d(pU)/dm. The dual meaning attaches to U(p). We single out the classes 
of measures with potentials (copotentials) in 9: 
&= {p:&E$?xcand U(P)E~}, 
J?= {p:pU~Excand @)~9]. 
As it turns out, .A? = A; see (5.14). 
To facilitate computations involving potentials we require a formula 
relating a to the energy functional L (the “mass functional” of Meyer 
[Me]). For h excessive and 5 E Exe, one defines 
L(tJ, h) = sup{/@): HUE-Exe, pU< t}. 
For a detailed discussion of L see [GSt]; we record the following proper- 
ties of L to be used in the sequel: 
(3.5) (0 LW W = CL@), LK W) = 5(f); 
(ii) h, 7 h implies L(t, h,) t L(<, h); 
(iii) 4,t[impliesL(5,,h)fL(&h). 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Iffe 9 n 6 and g E 9 n S, then a(f, g) = L(f . m, g). 
Proof: Since X is transient there is a sequence (h,) c pb’ with Uh, 1 g. 
By (3.3)(b), each Uh, lies in 9 and sup, e( Uh,) < A4. e(g). Thus Uh, -+ g 
in 9 by (3.4)(b), so by (3.2) and (3.5) 
a(f, g) = lim a(f, Uh,) = lim(f, h,) 
n n 
= lim L(f .m, Uh,) = L(f .m, g). 1 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. A measure p on E lies in JZ if and only if there is 
a constant c>O such that 
(3.8) AWlI G c-e(h), Vhe9n((bS-bS), 
in which case p(h) = a( O(p), h) for all h E 9 n S. 
Proof: If h E bS- bS then lhl E bS - bS as well. Taking differences in 
(3.6) we see that p(lhl) =a(o(p), [III) if pu&. The necessity of (3.8) now 
follows from (2.1) and (2.2). Conversely, assume (3.8) and consider the 
vector space X’= 9 n (bS- bS) and the bounded linear functional 
2 3 h H p(h). By (3.1), X is dense in 9 so (2.6) yields g E 9 such that 
k4h) = a& h), hE%. 
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Taking h E X of the form Uf (f 2 0), 
AUf)=ak, uf)=k,fh by (3.2), 
hence pU=g-m and &)=gE9. 1 
The following sufficient condition for p E k is quite useful. 
(3.9) PROPOSITION. Let p be a finite measure on E such that pU < m. 
Then p E A?. 
Proof. Since ,uU < m, we can choose o(p) < 1 everywhere. Suppose 
f E pL” satisfies I!?’ < o(p). Then for any g E p6’, 
It follows that (h, f) < p(h) for all excessive h. In particular m(f) G 
p( 1) < co. Using the transience of 8 we choose a sequence (f,) c pL” such 
that l?fH 7 6(p). Because of the dual of (3.1) of” E 9; by the preceding 
remarks 
Now (2.5) (or (3.4)(b)) forces o(p) E 9, hence p E &? as claimed. 1 
A version of the next result was proved in [FG] in the symmetric case 
by a different method. As in [FG] the corollary that follows can be 
extended considerably-see (5.1). 
(3.10) PROPOSITION. Fix h E ZB n S. For each t > 0 there exists c$~ E pL* 
such that P,h = Uq4, a.e. Moreover, 1[q51/12 + 0, and P,h + 0 a.e. and in ZB as 
t+co. 
Proof: Given h E 9 n S and t > 0, consider the linear functional 
~(f)=a(P,fih), fEL*. 
(By the dual of (2.8), p,(L*) c D(a) c 9.) The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
and the dual of the estimate in (2.8) yield 
@,fK W/t)'/* Ilfl12, fd*. 
Combined with (2.1) this estimate shows that 1 is bounded on L*. Thus 
there exists ~5, EL* such that 
(3.11) 
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Since h is excessive, (3.3)(a) forces #,a 0 a.e. Taking fin (3.11) of the form 
opg, g E PL2, 
(Up4,, g) = (A, opg) = a@, opg, h) 
= a( OIpPt g, h). 
Arguing as in the proof of (3.1) we can let p JO above to obtain 
(U~,,g)=a(~~lg,h)=L(~~tg.m,h) 
= (P, g, h) = k, P,h). 
It follows that 174, = P,h a.e. as claimed. Evidently P,@, = q5,+s a.e. for 
s, t > 0; thus 114,1] 2+ 0 as t + 00 because of (2.9). Now if fe L2 then 
p,f ED(a) and 
as t + co, which is enough to ensure that P,h + 0 weakly in 9. Since 
t I-+ P,h is decreasing, (3.4)(a) allows us to conclude that P,h + 0 strongly 
in 5Y (and a.e.). 1 
(3.12) COROLLARY. If p E A then pp, < m for all t > 0. 
Proof: Apply (3.10) to h = U(p). Then U#, = P,h = P, U(p) = U@,). 
But a potential determines its charge [GGl, (l.l)] so ~5, .m=pP,. 1 
4. CAPACITY AND SEMIPOLAR SETS 
We prove in this section that each semipolar set for X is m-polar. See 
[Ll, Si2] for this result under the sector condition (2.1 ) and “regularity.” 
Define the hitting time and left hitting time of BE 8’ by 
T,=inf(t>O:X,EB}, S,=inf{tE]O,[[:X,-EB}, 
and the associated hitting kernels by 
P,f (x) = P”(f 0 X,; Ts < 00 ), 
PB-ff(X)=PX(fOXsa;Ss<OO). 
The dual objects F,, $B, etc., are defined analogously. 
Since X is transient, Hunt’s balayage operation on Exe can be defined as 
follows. Given 5 E Exe there is a sequence (p,) of finite measures on E such 
that p,, U 7 5. The limit 
(4.1) RB5= flimp,,P,U ” 
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is an excessive measure dominated by < and is independent of the par- 
ticular approximating sequence (p, U). If G is finely open then P, P, = P,, 
hence R,R, = R,. From [GSt, (3.16)] we know that 
(4.2) L(R,5, h) = Ut, PA) 
and that BE 8’ is m-polar if and only if R,m = 0. If l E Exe with 5 = fi . m 
(6 ES), then 
(4.3) RB5 = (p,- A).rn. 
See [GSh, (11.3)]. A capacity r, is now defined by 
(4.4) r,(B) = L(m, P, 1) = L( R,m, 1 ), BE&Y. 
Clearly B is m-polar if and only if T,(B) = 0. It is proved in [GSt] (where 
r, is denoted r) that r, is increasing, strongly subaddive, and ascending 
(i.e., B, t B implies T,(B,) fT,(B)). In particular r, is countably sub- 
additive. Reversing the roles of X and 2 one obtains a dual capacity r,, 
and B is m-copolar if and only if T,(B) = 0. 
To connect r, with 9 we follow previous authors [Bl, B2, Ll, CM, Si2, 
Full in defining a “pre-capacity” C and an associated outer capacity C,. 
Given BE&‘* let $PB= {fog: fals a.e.}. If aB=# then C(B)=co. 
Otherwise the projection theorem of Stampacchia [St] for coercive bilinear 
forms yields two functions P~E%!~ n S, @B~%!Bn 6 such that pe< 1, 
fis< 1, and 
(4.5) a(f - pBy PA 2 0, aMBy f - PB) 2 0, VfE?&. 
Clearly pB = ps = 1 a.e. on B. It follows from (4.5) that 
a(Bey PA = a($,, PA = a(pB, PA (4.6) 
and we let C(B) denote the common (finite) value in (4.6). Given B c E we 
now define 
C,(B)=inf{C(G): GIB, Gfinely open}. (4.7) 
From [Si2] we know that C is increasing, strongly subadditive, and the 
same is therefore true for C,. 
(4.8) Remark. When the Dirichlet space 9 is regular one uses open sets 
G in the definition (4.7). The “line capacity” C, has been considered in the 
symmetric case by Fukushima [Full. 
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(4.9) LEMMA. Zf G is finely open and C(G) < co, then P,l = pG and 
p,- 1 = gG a.e., and 
(4.10) C(G)=C,(G)=T,(G)= L(R,m, PGl). 
In particular, r, < C, on 8’. 
Proof. Fix G as in the lemma. By a previous remark R,m = R,R,m so 
T,(G) = L(R,m, P,l). It is shown in [Fi2, (2.7)] that if 5 EEXC and 
1,. r 2 1 G. m then < > R,m. The properties of PC and (4.3) thus yield 
fiG. m B R,m = P,- 1 .m, so bG 2 P,- 1 a.e. Write g for Pc_ 1 and note 
that gE 9 by the dual of (3.3)(b), hence gE%G. Since fit - g =0 a.e. on 
G, (4.5) forces a( fiG, g - fiG) = 0. Consequently 
because g-PC < 0 a.e. and g E 9 n s. Thus DC = g = P,- 1 a.e. Likewise 
Silverstein [Si2, pp. 26-271 shows that pG > P, 1 a.e. which forces PG 1 E 9 
and pc = P, 1 a.e. by the above argument. The relation (4.10) now follows 
from (4.6) and (3.6), and the final assertion is obvious. 1 
(4.11) THEOREM. Concerning BE 8’ the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) C,(B) = 0; 
(ii) p(B)=0 for all ,ULEA; 
(iii) T,(B) = 0. 
Proof (i) * (ii). Fix ,n E A and G finely open with C(G) < 00. Then 
P,l l 9 by (4.9), and l,<P,l. By (3.7) and (4.10), 
p(G) < pP, 1= a( l?(p), P, 1) < Me( o(p)). C(G)‘/*, 
which implies the desired result. 
(ii) * (iii). Let B satisfy (ii). It suffices to show that each compact set 
Kc B is m-polar. Fix such a K. Let (CL,,) be a sequence of finite measures 
such that CL, UT m. Then v, U t R,m by (4.1), where v, = p,, P, is carried by 
K. But v,( 1) < p,( 1) < co and v, U < m, so (3.9) implies v, E J?. Thus each 
v, is the zero measure, hence R,m = lim, v, U = 0 and K is m-polar. 
(iii)*(i). Assume T’,(B) =O. Fix a strictly positive f E bL’ with 
Uf < 1. Then Uf E9 by (3.1). Since E= u,, { Uf > l/n} it suffices to prove 
that C,(Bn {Uf >a})=O, Va>O. Thus we may assume Bc {Uf >a} for 
some a > 0. Now B\B’ is semipolar, hence m-null; by Shih’s theorem [G, 
(12.10)] there is a decreasing sequence (G,) of finely open supersets of B 
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such that To, r T, = co as. P”. We can assume G1 c { Uf > u} and then 
since Uf < 1, 
PGnl <a-‘P,“Uf =a -lP*J” foX,dtJO a.e. 
Tc, 
But Uf E 9, hence P, 1 E 9 as well, and (3.4)(a) implies that P,” 1 + 0 
in 9. In particular, T,(G,) = e(P,” 1)2 + 0 as n + co, so C,(B) < 
lim, f,(G,) = 0. 1 
(4.12) Remark. The proof of (iii)*(i) above can be relined as in 
[FG] to show that if B is m-polar then there exists his nS with 
Bc {h=co}. 
(4.13) THEOREM. Zf B E 8’ is semipolar, then B is m-polar. 
Proof: It suffices to consider a thin set BE 8”. For such a B define 
D = inf{ t > 0: X, E B}, Hg(x)= P”(goX,; D< co). 
Fix a strictly positive f E bL’ with Uf ,< 1, so that Uf 69 n S. Evidently 
D < T,, and P” (D < T,) > 0 if and only if x E B\B’= B. Thus HUf (x) 2 
PsUf (x) with equality if and only if x4 B. We show that HUf = PsUf q-e., 
which yields the desired conclusion. In view of (4.11) we must prove 
(4.14) PHUf =pP,U! Q/.&k. 
Fix PE k and use Shih’s theorem once more to produce a decreasing 
sequence (G,) of finely open supersets of B such that To” t D a.s. Pm+r. 
Then by dominated convergence 
Pan Uf 1 HUf as n+co, a.e. m+p, (4.15) 
so that pP,“Uf l,uHUf since pUf < e( o(p)) .e(Uf) < 00. But B is thin, 
hence m(B) = 0, so (4.15) implies that P,” Uf 1 P, Uf a.e. Because of 
(3.4)(a), Po,Uf + PsUf in 9. Thus 
MB Uf = a( Q(p), P, Uf) = lim a( o(p), Pan Uf) n 
= lim pP,” Uf = pHUJ; 
” 
and (4.14) holds. i 
(4.16) COROLLARY. Given BE &” there is a decreasing sequence of finely 
open supersets of B such that f,(G,) 1 f,(B) as n + co. In particular r, = C, 
on 8’. 
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Proof With (4.11) and (4.13) in hand the proof given in [FG] of the 
first assertion is valid. The second assertion follows immediately from the 
first. 1 
Recall from [GSh] that BE 6’ is m-semipolar provided P” (X,E B for 
uncountably many t) = 0. The notion m-cosemipolar is defined analo- 
gously, and according to [GSh, (11.2)] a Bore1 set B is m-semipolar if 
and only if it is m-cosemipolar. Moreover any m-semipolar set is the 
union of a semipolar set and an m-polar set. Thus the following result is 
an immediate consequence of (4.11) and (4.13). 
(4.17) THEOREM. Given BE 8, the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) B is m-polar; 
(ii) B is m-copolar; 
(iii) B is m-semipolar ( = m-cosemipolar); 
(iv) C,(B) = 0; 
(v) C,(B) = 0. 
Here C,(B) = inf{ C(G): G 2 B, G cofinely open}. 
5. COMPLEMENTS 
We pursue here several consequences of the fundamental results (4.11) 
ant (4.13). 
First is an extension of (3.12), proved in the symmetric, case in [FG]. 
For the final assertion of the theorem see [Full in the symmetric case and 
[Si3] in the present context (plus regularity hypotheses). 
(5.1) THEOREM. Zf ,a is a finite measure on E then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) pU+m; 
(ii) p charges no finely open, m-polar set; 
(iii) pP, + m for all t > 0. 
In particular, if m is a reference measure then P,(x, .) 4 m for all t > 0 and 
x E E. 
ProoJ: The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is (3.8) of [GG2]. Because of 
(4.11) and the dual of (3.12) the proof of (ii)o (iii) given in [FG] applies 
verbatim in the present situation. 1 
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Under “regularity” each function in the Dirichlet space admits a “quasi- 
continuous” version. Fukushima [Full has obtained such versions in the 
symmetric case without regularity by making use of the fine topology. We 
obtain a similar result in what follows. Since semipolars are m-polar (and 
m-copolar) we know from [GSh, (6.19), (6.21)] that 
(5.;) both X and 8 are m-special standard. 
See [GSh] for terminology. Let “( .) denote predictable projection relative 
to A’. Following [GSh] we define the process I= P(14,,TB) and note that 
nOJr~{~>o}4o,w. s ince X is m-special, the Pm-accessible part, [,, of 
[ is Pm-predictable and so I = 1 pO,sD - 1 ai,n a.s. P”. The discussion on p. 438 
of [Fill shows that XC-exists m Eon {lr>O} as. P”. We thereby extend 
the left limit process X = (X,- : 0 < t < [), defining 
if I, > 0 and X,- exists in E, 
otherwise. 
Since X is m-special standard, for any f~ pb’, 
(5.3) “(f”X)=foX* a.s. Pm. 
Next, by (5.2) and [GSh, (15.7)], 
(5.4) S,= Ts as. P”, VB E 8. 
(Recall from Section 4 that SB = inf{ t E 10, {[: X,- E B}.) Moreover, by the 
time reversal of [Fil, (3.22)] 
(5.5) P”(S,< co)=0 if and only if P” (2’: E B for some t > 0) = 0. 
The final fact needed to construct “quasi-finely continuous” versions is 
contained in the following result (cf. [Si2, p. 251). 
(5.6) LEMMA. Suppose that f E 9 is finely continuous. Then for E > 0, 
r,(lfl >.s)<~-~M~e(f)~. 
Proof: The set B= { 1 f ( > E} is finely open and in the notation of 
Section 4, a-’ 1 f 1 E aB. By (4.5) and (4.6) 
r,(B) = C(B) = a(p,, PA <a(&-’ If I, PA 
~M~-‘e(lfl)e(p,)~M~-‘e(f)~T,(B)“~, 
which rearranges to give the required inequality. 1 
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The proof of the following result is adapted from [Si2]. See also [Ll, 
L2, Ful, Fu2, D]. 
(5.7) THEOREM. Given f E 9 there is a Bore1 function f such that 
(i) f= f a.e.; 
(ii) fox is cadlag on [0, co [ as. P”; 
(iii) f(X),- =f(XE), Vt >O, a.s. P”. 
The conditions (i) and (ii) determine f qe., and 
(5.8) r,(lfl >E)<c-*M'e(f)', V&>O. 
ProojY From (3.1) we know that the class of potentials (Uu - Ub: a, 
b E bpL’ n 8; Ua, Ub bounded} is dense in 9. Given f E 9 choose poten- 
tials (f,: n E N) of the above type such that fn + f a.e. and e(f, -f,+ 1) < 
M-22-3”. Let Gk= Unak {If,,-f,+,l>2-“}andN=&G,.By(56)and 
the countable subadditivity of r,., 
hence T,(N) <lim, T,(G,) = 0. Clearly (f,(x)) is a Cauchy sequence if 
x E E\N. Define f~ d by 
x E E\N, 
XEN, 
and note that f,, + f uniformly on E\G, for each k E N. Choose a strictly 
positive g E bb with m(g) = 1 and Ug < 1. The probability measure 
p = g . m is equivalent to m and p E A@ by (3.9). Thus 
Pp(TGn < 00 I= PP,” 1= a( @P)), PGn 1) 
< Me( o(p)) Tr(G,)‘/2 + 0 as n+co. 
In view of (5.4), 
(5.9) P”( T,, = S,, = 00 for some k) = 1. 
Since f,, is a difference of bounded potentials, fn 0X is cadlag on [0, cc [ 
a.s., and 
(5.10) f,(x)-="(f,ox)=fnox*, a.s. P”. 
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Let nk = { T,, = SGk = co }, k E N. Since f, -t f uniformly on E\GA, 
sup X(X,) -f(&)l + 0 as n + co, a.s. P” on Ak; 
I20 
in particular f 0 X is cadlag as. P” on /i,, and 
sup K(X),- -f(x),- I + 0 as n + 00, a.s. P” on Ak. 
t>o 
Using (5.5) and (5.10) we see that 
ma- = .m:_ 1, Vt > 0, a.s. P” on Ak. 
But Uk /i, is Pm-full by (5.9) so points (i), (ii), and (iii) are proved. The 
uniqueness assertion is obvious and (5.8) follows easily using (5.6). 1 
(5.11) Remarks. (a) If f~ 9 n S then f = f q.e. The same holds for 
f~9 n s because of (5.7)(iii) and Weil’s theorem (as extended by Mitro 
[Mi]), which states that for a coexcessive function h, TV h(X,-) is left 
continuous on 10, c[ a.s. P”. 
(b) The estimate (5.8) implies the following assertion: if (f,)cg 
with e(f, -f) + 0, then there is a subsequence (n(k)) such that fnckJ +f 
q.e. 
(c) As is evident from its construction, f is “quasi-finely continuous” 
in the following sense: given E > 0 there exists a finely open Bore1 set G(E) 
with ~,(G(E)) c E, such that f 1 E,G(E) is finely continuous on E\G(&). See 
[L2] for a detailed discussion of these matters. 
If fE@ then Upf ~p9 as well and clearly upf = Upf q.e. The next result 
improves considerably on this observation. See [Fu2, Theorem 4.3.31 in 
the symmetric case. 
(5.12) COROLLARY. Zf f E L2 then P,f = P, f q.e. Zf f E bb then P, f is 
finely continuous q.e. 
Proof: For the first assertion we can assume f E pL2. Fix s, t > 0. The 
process rk+PIfoX,+, is right continuous a.s. P”, hence so is its Pm- 
optional projection r H P,P,f 0 X,. But P, f = P, f a.e., so using (5.1) we 
have for all PEA?, pP,P,f=pP,P,f=pP,+,J Thus, in view of (4.11) 
P,P,f= P,+,f 9.e. 
Since r H P,P,fo X, is right continuous a.s. P”, we conclude from the 
uniqueness assertion in (5.7) that P,, ,f =Ps+rf q.e. For the second 
assertion we can assume 0 <f < 1. Choose f, E pL2 with f, tf: Then 
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P,f = t lim m q.e., so P, f is finely lower semicontinuous q.e., as is 
P,( 1 -f) by the same argument. But P, 1 is excessive, so P,f = 
P, 1 - P,( 1 -f) is finely upper semicontinuous q.e. as well. 1 
(5.13) COROLLARY. Zf h E $2 n S then h = U(p) a.e. for some p E A. 
Prooj Since h = ti, (57)(iii) implies that 
h(X)- =h(J~?)=~(hoX), a.s. P”. 
Moreover P,h + 0 a.e. as t -+ cc by (3.10). Thus h is an “m-regular poten- 
tial”; by [GSh, (4.1 l)] there is a diffuse homogeneous random measure K 
(over X) carried by 10, c[[ such that h(X) is Pm-indistinguishable from the 
potential of K, t H P’(x]t, c[ Is,). Letting p denote the Revuz measure of 
K, [GSh, (9.3)] states that h . m = ~0. That is, h = U(p) and p E A?. 1 
(5.14) COROLLARY. A = A? and for p E A%?, 
(5.15) a(ii(d, 8) = Ad = ah W4h vgE9. 
In particular, 
(5.16) e(u(~))‘=e(~I(~L))‘=~(U(~L))=~(~(lU)). 
Proof: We begin with the left-hand equality in (5.15). Fix p E A?. If 
g E 9 is a difference of bounded potentials in zZ@ then the required equality 
is stated in (3.7). For the general g E 9, the proof of (5.7) yields a sequence 
(g,) c 9 of differences of bounded potentials such that (g,) -+ g in &@ and 
g, + g q.e. (hence a.e p because of (4.11)). In view of (3.8), g, + g in L’(p) 
as well, so the equality a( o(p), g,) = p(g,) yields in the limit the left-hand 
equality in (5.15). Consider now the bounded linear functional a(@), .). 
By (2.6) there exists h E 9 such that 
(5.17) 
Since ‘o(p) is coexcessive, we can take h to be excessive, Taking g in (5.17) 
of the form of (f > 0), by the half of (5.15) already proved, 
because of (4.11) and Remark (5.11)(a). It follows that h .rn=pLii, so 
h = U(p) and PEA, thus A# c A. Dually, one obtains the right-hand 
equality in (5.15) and the inclusion A c A?. Formula (5.16) follows from 
(5.15) since a(@), .) = a( ., U(p)). 1 
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(5.18) Remark. Because of (5.16), PE.& implies ~(U(~))<co. In the 
symmetric case the converse implication is equally valid: 
(5.19) [~ir~:eXC,~(U(~))<CO]~~~E. 
We have been unable to prove (5.19) in the present setting. However, it is 
not hard to show that (5.19) is equivalent to the maximum principle 
(5.20) [vOeExc, U(v)<c a.e. v]* U(v)<c q.e. 
(see the proof of (4.15) in [FG]). A plausible conjecture is that the 
stronger condition 
HUE Exe, poIE exe, P(U(P)) = P(h4) < co 
implies PEJZ (=A). 
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